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Saturday and, where they exist, Sunday editions of daily newspapers tend to be larger, include more
specialized sections e. Walter's Boston Transcript. Please help improve this section by adding citations to
reliable sources. Within a few decades, newspapers could be found in all the major cities of Europe, from
Venice to London. Most daily newspapers are sold in the morning. He used it as a means to criticize the
British rule through journalism. In some cases a Sunday edition is an expanded version of a newspaper from
the same publisher; in other cases, particularly in Britain, it may be a separate enterprise, e. In the 50 years
after Gutenberg started printing, an estimated , books were in circulation, printed on about 1, presses across
the continent. In some countries daily newspapers are not published on Christmas Day , but weekly
newspapers would change their day e. Many editors were not only journalists but also writers, philosophers
and politicians. More specialist still are some weekly newspapers, usually free and distributed within limited
regional areas; these may serve communities as specific as certain immigrant populations, the local gay
community or indie rock enthusiasts within a city or region. There is also a noon edition that hits the
newsstands on Mondays and Thursdays that gives more special coverage of late-night association football
matches that occur after the morning edition goes to press. In , August Zang , an Austrian who knew Girardin
in Paris, returned to Vienna to introduce the same methods with " Die Presse " which was named for and
frankly copied Girardin's publication. They reported on a variety of current events to a broad public audience.
December Learn how and when to remove this template message A local newspaper serves a region such as a
city, or part of a large city. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. See also: History of British
newspapers The first mechanical, movable type printing that allowed the mass production of printed books
was invented by Johann Gutenberg. In , the governor allowed The Boston News-Letter to be published and it
became the first continuously published newspaper in the colonies. Afternoon or evening papers, once
common but now scarce, are aimed more at commuters and office workers. It was forced to merge with the
newspaper Haarlems Dagblad in when Germany occupied the Netherlands. Usually, it is a specially expanded
edition, often several times the thickness and weight of the weekday editions and contain generally special
sections not found in the weekday editions, such as Sunday comics , Sunday magazines such as The New
York Times Magazine and The Sunday Times Magazine. It holds the official Guinness World Record as
world's largest walk when a record-breaking 77, participants joined on May 21,  The New Paper is noted for
its coverage of sports news, particularly of association football e. In the past there were independent Sunday
newspapers; nowadays the same publisher often produces a Sunday newspaper , distinct in many ways from
the daily, usually with a related name; e. However, according to SPH, The New Paper presents "news with
sharp angles not seen elsewhere", and perceives its paper to be "stylish", "arresting" and "easy to read" while
tackling "complex issues". Large metropolitan newspapers often have large distribution networks, and can be
found outside their normal area, sometimes widely, sometimes from fewer sources. In , The Times London
acquired a printing press capable of making 1, impressions per hour. There is, in comparison with The Straits
Times, very little coverage of international news. The first successful English daily, The Daily Courant , was
published from to  They mostly carried news from Britain and content depended on the editor's interests. One
of the earliest women to sign her articles in the Arab press was the female medical practitioner Galila
Tamarhan , who contributed articles to a medical magazine called "Ya'asub al-Tib" Leader in Medicine in the
s. The later editions can include breaking news which was first revealed that day, after the morning edition
was already printed. With unofficial journals, these intellectuals encouraged public discourse on politics in the
Ottoman and Persian Empires. Geographical scope and distribution[ edit ] Local or regional[ edit ] This
section does not cite any sources.


